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Yaffa Zhav 
CEO of  Zhav 
International 

                   Congratulations to Yaffa Zhav on supporting 

                 The Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research  

                   and Wellness Centre  

                    at their Gala Ball in September 2016.  

                    Yaffa is very dedicated to supporting a variety of charities in  

                        S.A. and Nationally. Her belief is that every business          

should be giving something back to the community.  

         Yaffa Zhav Skin Care Centre in South Australia, is working with two 

hospitals, giving free facials to men and women undergoing 

chemotherapy.  Yaffa says “It puts a smile on their face and makes them 

feel good”. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Congratulations to Karyn H  

on winning a $100.00 Beauty Treatment  

in our monthly lottery.  

 

You can be the next lucky winner!  

When you come in for a treatment,  

make sure you put your name in our lucky 

draw! 
 



                

 

 

 
Yaffa Zhav has now launched her New Beauty Tips on Facebook.  

Yaffa will share her knowledge of how to maintain  

glowing and younger looking skin with at home treatments. 

♥♥♥♥♥ 

Soon Yaffa Zhav Beauty With Nature will be proudly introducing two  

New Chemical Free skin care ranges,  

the latest innovation from Europe.  

 

♥Yaffa Zhav Collagen Range 
Ideal for woman over 40, for smooth, plump and healthy looking skin 

 
♥Yaffa Zhav Hylauronic Acid Range 

For ultimate skin hydration  
 

The new ranges will come in Day Cream, Night Cream & Serum 

 
 

 

 
 

Yaffa Zhav Anti Wrinkle Filler is now back in stock. Due to 

high demand, this amazing product sells fast so, get in quick 

before we sell out again! 



 

Silk Eyelash Extensions  
Yaffa Zhav Skin Care Centre is now offering a new service called  

Silk Eyelash Extenstions. Ideal for women who want to have longer and 

thicker lashes. Natural looking and lasting up to 6 weeks.  

 
 

 

Yaffa Zhav BioLift™ 

 
 

 
 
 

Specials 

Keep up to date with our emails for special offers on our products and 

services. We offer exclusive specials to VIP Clients only at the best and 

most affordable prices! 
 

Yaffa & Team  

We now have so many Happy Clients who are 

using the Yaffa Zhav BioLift  and loving it!  

 
It is completely portable for convenience, offering 

more than home beauty therapy – it’s the very 

essence of freedom! Enjoy treating yourself as you 

relax in your own home. You can even take your 

Yaffa Zhav Bio Lift™ on holidays with you so you 

can maintain your younger, glowing skin where 

ever you are!  

 

Check our special for $100.00 off the price! 
 


